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classic simcity: play unlimited cities is a freemium simulation citybuilding video game developed by alawar entertainment and published by electronic arts. it is a revamped version of the successful simcity franchise that supports windows, linux, os x, ios, and android devices. the
game also supports online play. the company later announced another revamp with the new name simcity buildit. both classic simcity and simcity buildit are said to have a successor, simcity buildit 2. simcity is a city-building game where the player controls one or multiple cities.
the player can interact with the environment or other cities by building things such as offices, schools, hospitals, and residential areas. also, the player must create a city’s infrastructure with roads, electricity, and other services. this game also includes a single-player mode. there
are also downloadable content (dlc) packages that add new features and resources. the expansions of simcity are of two types: a stand-alone version of a previous simcity expansion, or a pack of all the expansion packs released for simcity, each adding a new city, landmass, or a
new type of object or event. development of new cities in the series is delayed, and new expansions are usually released on the fourth year anniversary of the current release. in simcity, however, it is possible to purchase new land for cities in progress to increase the game world
size. the game is available on iphone, ipod touch, and ipad. classic simcity: play unlimited cities adds a new core gameplay feature compared to the previous pc game. it allows players to create, manage, and play in an unlimited number of cities. the game has been released for
android in november 2010, while the ios version followed in june 2012.
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